
Very minimal manual of embedded coding
Each company that deals with software or firmware development, imposes certain rules on the ways programs 
are arranged when algorithms are coded.  While use of real life standards in this course, such as MISRA-C, would 
be beneficial it would require learning and exercising tens if not hundreds of rules.  After following numerous 
discussions on professional discussion forums we decided to remind about the following rules for embedded 
software that are less known to programmers of generic systems.

1. Make sure that all compiler warnings are on.  
a. Treat most warnings as they were errors.  
b. Make a comment in the code why a particular compiler warning in the particular place is OK.
c. After major changes recompile the entire program (use rebuild all).

2. Variables:
a. Use local variables as much as possible.  If a variable needs to hold value between function calls 

then prefix it with the keyword static.   If the variable serves for communicating with an 
interrupt routine make it global static, i.e. visible only in the one file.  

b. A global variable used both in an interrupt and main super-loop should be prefixed with the 
keyword volatile even if you believe that your compiler is smart enough to notice that fact.

c. Using meaningful names for variable names and function names should be obvious. 
Do not avoid use of long names. Editor auto-complete will help you to type them anyway.

d. When coming up with names beware of I (capital i), l (lowercase L), and 1 (one).
3. Variable types:

a. Use #include <stdint.h> and uint8_t, int8_t, uint16_t … etc. instead of 
unsigned char, signed char, unsigned short, signed short, … .

b. If you have to use char, use unsigned char or signed char, not just char by itself.
4. Use hardware abstraction layer approach. That means no SFR (special function registers) in your 

application code. Follow the rule that a separate pair of .H and .C files should be defined with functions 
to use a specific peripheral that hides the specific of your particular board. 

5. Do not use goto, ever!  Some also believe that you should rarely use break and continue.
6. A function starts running always at its top, so it probably should end  at its bottom with only one return.
7. If something can be done without floating point math, it probably should.
8. Banish dynamic memory allocation (except at the program initialization in RTOS-based programs).
9. Simplify program flow. Banish recursion.
10. Use #define and constants defined at a top of your file or in an additional header file instead of 

numerical values in your code. Perhaps use of 0 (zero) is OK.
11. When passing pointers use const modifier as much as possible.

12. When you need to deviate from any rule seek your supervisor/instructor approval.
13. You must not deviate or seek approval to deviate from the “supervisor approval” rule above.
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